
SUCCESS STORY

Banque Casino responds to their customers’ enthusiasm for 

instant interactions and decreases the number of incoming 

emails (20% less) by combining live chat with Messenger.

For Banque Casino, offering real-time contact to their customers is an essential 

aspect of the customer experience. Customer service has a strong retention 

objective and works in project mode wth a transversal vision. The chat solution 

has been available on the website since February 2017 and contacts via 

Messenger have been activated on Banque Casino’s Facebook page.

• This way, real-time support is proposed throughout the different steps of filling 

out the subscription forms. The chat solution allows customer service agents to 

respond to visitors’ issues in order to reduce their abandonment rate.

• Also to smoothen the procedure, during the final step, visitors can upload 

supporting documents directly in the chatbox to transfer them to customer service 

agents.

• The chat is available on the website’s contact page. 3 visitors out of 10 use it, 

which shows their strong enthusiasm for this touchpoint.
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BANQUE CAS INO

As a bank of distributor, held in equal 
proportion by Crédit Mutuel-CIC and the 
Casino Group, Banque Casino has deve-

loped a banking range of products and 
financing solutions for online retailers. In 

2013, Banque Casino launches a safe 
payment solution by credit card for Cdis-

count, the French eCommerce leader. 
Since 2015, Banque Casino accelerates 

its deployment and offers online retai-
lers to support them in the development 

of their sales thanks to these payment 
solutions.
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1st answer given within 
37secs. 

91,4%37 SECS.
60% of chat conversations handled by Banque Casino come from the Cdiscount 

solution payment form.”Every week, we organise a workshop with our team 

and Cdiscount’s team. We work on the feedback we receive via chat and on 

our journey in order to enhance our agents’ speech“, explains Tony Chavatte, 

responsible for the customer experience department.

The chat solution enables Banque Casino to decrease the volume of incoming 

emails by 20%. As for Messenger, it allows you to offer an instantaneous 

touchpoint for all after-sales queries, a personalised touchpoint that customers use 

in their daily lives.

WITH MESSAGING, WE ARE AVAILABLE WHERE OUR 

CUSTOMERS NEED US DURING THEIR BUYING JOURNEY. 

THIS TOUCHPOINT OFFERS AN EMOTION RELATED TO 

INSTANTANEITY AND GENERATES TRUST. WE ARE ENTERING 

INTO A CONVERSATION! IT’S A REAL SOURCE OF SERVICE.“ Tony Chavatte 
Responsible for the customer experience department, Banque Casino
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2 QUESTIONS FOR 
TONY CHAVATTE
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The relationship is a bit different on Messenger but, 

just like on the chat solution, we play with emojis. 

With messaging, we allow ourselves more freedom 

to have a relationship of equals. Customers do 

not want any script on this touchpoint. They want 

personalisation while benefiting from structured 

support. On the chat solution, the process is a bit 

more strict. We also facilitate visitors’ journey by 

sharing documents directly in the conversation via the 

upload of attachments.

For our agents, messaging is a revolution. They discover 

the digitalisation. Customer service agents are satisfied 

by the simplicity of the discussion panel. It is like giving 

them a second life, they do not need a headset on their 

head anymore, it is another atmosphere in the work 

space. They are freer: interactions are smooth and 

simple… Mirroring (n.b: displays on the discussion panel 

of the agent of the page views by the visitor and their 

movements on it) is very easy to use for them. It is a 

source of satisfaction in the daily work.

HOW DO YOU USE EMOJIS 
AND RICH CONTENT IN 
GENERAL?

HOW DID YOUR TEAMS RECEIVE 
THESE NEW MESSAGING 
TOUCHPOINTS? 
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